Directions

From the direction of Rostock:

Due to a long-term bridge closure on the B103, take the A20 from Rostock and take exit 17 towards Dummerstorf. On the L39, first follow the signage towards Laage, then turn right onto the B103. At the next intersection, continue straight ahead on the B103. Turn right at the next opportunity and take the first exit at the traffic circle. Follow the main road to the airport building.

From the direction of Berlin:

From Berlin, take the A19 and exit 11 towards Laage. Stay on the B103 until Rostock-Laage Airport is signposted. Follow the signage, turn left and take the first exit at the traffic circle. Then follow the main road to the airport building.

From the direction of Hamburg/Lübeck:

From Hamburg/Lübeck, take the A20 and exit 17 towards Dummerstorf. Follow the signage to Laage on the L39, then turn right onto the B103. At the next intersection, continue straight ahead on the
B103. Turn right at the next opportunity and take the first exit at the traffic circle. Follow the main road to the airport building.

From the direction of Vorpommern/Stettin:

From Vorpommern/Stettin, take the A20 and exit 17 towards Dummerstorf. Follow the signage to Laage on the L39, then turn right onto the B103. At the next intersection, continue straight ahead on the B103. Turn right at the next opportunity and take the first exit at the traffic circle. Follow the main road to the airport building.

Parking Rostock-Laage Airport